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Rising up on the horizon, casting a long shadow over all other vehicles in its path, the Tsunami luxury motorhome from Forest River is a revolutionary fusion of form and function.

POWERFUL.  DYNAMIC.  SWEEPING.  GRACEFUL.  EXHILARATING.
DRIVE IN COMFORT.
Tsunami’s space-age ergonomically designed cockpit puts everything within arm’s reach. A tilt/telescopic “Smart Wheel” upgrade stereo CD changer and motorized flip-up rear view mirror that hides away when not in use are just some of the convenient features.

Luxury comes with expectations.
Tsunami exceeds them all. From the moment you step into the all-new Tsunami by Forest River, you are attracted to the rich elegance found throughout the entire coach.

32” PLASMA TV.
Easily seen from anywhere in the living quarters, this optional high-definition beauty brings every movie to life.

SEPERATE BUT EQUAL.
Both pilot and co-pilot enjoy the ability to control their own “space” with deluxe dual zone automotive heat and A/C controls.

UNIQUE STYLE.
This residential style cast iron vessel sink highlights a spacious bathroom arrangement with oversized shower and separate commode room.
Combining incredible style with expansive living space, the galley of the Tsunami offers more than enough room to prepare even the most elaborate meals. The optional stainless steel Advantium™ oven and dishwasher help transform this coach into a true home away from home.

Setting New Standards in Affordable Luxury.

Combining incredible style with expansive living space, the galley of the Tsunami offers more than enough room to prepare even the most elaborate meals. The optional stainless steel Advantium™ oven and dishwasher help transform this coach into a true home away from home.
This optional four-door Norcold™ refrigerator with ice maker offers all the comforts of home so you’ll never lack for food storage space.

Exceptional Finish and Attention to Detail.

This spacious Tsunami model (3704WS) features our stately Frosted Maple cabinetry, one of five custom crafted hardwood interiors to choose from – each offering Corian™ countertops, elegant lighting and upgrade flooring. The designer hutch with pull-out pantry offers additional counter and storage space.

FLIP-DOWN TV.
This convenient flip-down television provides extra headroom and convenience.

RELAX.
Dual slide-outs in the bedroom host an abundance of storage and combine with exquisite lighting to form a great place to retire for the evening.

ROOMY.
This optional four-door Norcold™ refrigerator with ice maker offers all the comforts of home so you’ll never lack for food storage space.
Designed with Your Comfort in Mind.

When we decided to build the best motorhome in the business, we did a lot of research, asking experienced RVers what they were looking for in an affordable luxury coach. Our uniquely designed lounge dinette features stylish Comfort by Design™ seating and offers a relaxing spot to enjoy meals, play games or just visit with friends.

CONVENIENT. Tsunami’s engineers carefully designed this easy-to-get-to electrical compartment, complete with wiring diagram.

ACCESSIBLE. Every area of the Tsunami has been well thought-out and organized for your convenience. The dump station offers electronic control and water pump switch.

INNOVATIVE. The Tsunami’s ManaBloc™ central water distribution system eliminates elbows throughout the water system and provides a direct line to fixtures with individual shut-off control.

PURE. Tsunami’s Three-Stage Water Purification System offers dual hi-flow water pumps to help maintain water pressure during multiple uses.

CAVERNOUS. Tsunami’s side opening exterior storage doors allow for greater accessibility and easy access to recreational and cargo-protected cargo areas. Our above-floor slide-out systems allow for increased storage space below.
Beneath the Beauty Lies the Beast.

It is both quality of construction materials and innovative engineering techniques that have set the Tsunami apart from the competition. Tsunami’s extraordinary amount of strong, tubular steel is integrated with the chassis to form the basis of our uni-body, "steel cage" construction. With this ultra-strength steel skeleton as a foundation, Tsunami’s engineers have utilized superior vacuum-bond lamination processes that make our floor, sidewall and roof systems the strongest, most durable in the industry.

By taking the time to integrate each structural component with both the chassis and each other, we are drastically improving the Tsunami’s ability to take the wear and tear of road travel. This means that each Tsunami is built to stand the test of time – from the inside out!

**Vacuum-Bond Laminated Roof System**
1. One-Piece Molded Fiberglass Crowned Roof (Seamless)
2. Lauan Plywood
3. Structurally Engineered Block Foam Insulation
4. Lauan Plywood
5. Tubular Aluminum Framing with Block Foam Insulation
6. Lauan Plywood
7. Foam Padding
8. Vinyl Interior Headliner for Easy Maintenance

**Vacuum-Bond Laminated Floor System**
9. Sturdy Plywood Flooring
10. 2-1/2" Thick Block Foam Insulation
11. 2-1/2" Tubular Steel Floor Framing
12. Lauan Plywood
13. Fiberglass Underbelly

**Laminated Storage Compartment Floor**
14. Galvanized Steel Underbelly
15. Oriented Strand Board Decking
16. Thermo Plastic Compartment Liner
17. Tubular Steel Framing

**Vacuum-Bond Laminated Sidewalls**
18. Gelcoat Fiberglass Exterior
19. Lauan Plywood
20. Thick Block Foam Insulation
21. Tubular Aluminum Framing
22. Lauan Plywood
23. Decorative Interior Panels

**Additional Features**
24. Residential Carpeting
25. Thick Foam Padding
26. Bus-Style, Side-to-Side Opening Storage Compartment Doors
27. Rock Automotive Styling with Automotive Headlamps
28. 8.0K Diesel Generator on Automated Slide Tray
29. Dual-Climate Automotive Environmental Controls
30. Panoramic Windshield
31. Space-age Cockpit Design
Each and every Tsunami floorplan has been designed with your comfort in mind. We have taken the time to listen to the ideas and requests of our customers and dealers, integrating them into our coaches.

Choose from a number of spacious floorplans, each with an abundance of interior and exterior storage.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS.
RICH DESIGNER INTERIORS.

Tsunami interiors are not only well designed in terms of spaciousness and livability, but they exude richness and taste as well. Choose from our quality selection of custom designed interior decors, featuring coordinated accents, window treatments and pillows – each with a distinctive style and flair.

STANDARDS AND OPTIONS.

HAND-CRAFTED HARDWOOD CABINETRY.

Choose from five solid hardwood interior cabinetry options, including: Walnut, Light Oak, Natural Maple, Frosted Maple and Natural Cherry.

STRUCTURAL

2.5” Laminate Floor Tread Floor w/ Expanded Foam Insulation (5/8” Overall Thickness) S

7” Front Door Supersized One-Piece Improvement S

24” Phenolic Door Skirting S

Close-Hide-Out Revers S

Insulated Front and Rear Fiberglass Panels S

Laminated, Aluminum Framed Exterior Sidewalls and Roof (including all openings) S

Open Bar Storage O

Chairs - Complete NSC Recessed Rail S

180/° B-Track Recessed on the Door Convenience S

Air - Vent, Recirculation S

Aluminum - Snipe/Steel 200 Amp, 12 Volt, RV S

Aluminum Wheels w/ Polished Hub Covers S

Battery - Dual 120, 1050CCA (Dual 950CCA) S

Brake Pedal - Air in Automatic Block Deceleration and Sobot Valve and ABS S

Climate - Balanced Rear, NSC 28” X 32” X 12” S

Climate-Sale Forward S

Corner Guard - Aluminum on Interior Wheel S

Engine Black Horse - 550 HP w/1150 S

Engine Stinger - 1200 HP w/1360 S

Engine 28 – 68 HP w/1010 HP w/ 60 HP S

Fuel Tanker - 1200 Gal S

Fuel / Water Separator S

GROFFS - Green Auto Weight Rating Rear 14,000 lb

GROFR - Green Cat Weight Rating Rear 16,000 lb

GROGR - Green Ladder Weight Rating 18,000 lb

Halogen Fine Air for The Home and Air Dryer S

Compressor Brake S

Compressor S

Radiant, Self-Mounted S

Rear Seat – Inside Entry with Accurate 2.5’ S S S S S

Seat Recline - Air Bags S

Stationary Base - Air Bags S

Stationary, Independent Front Reclining - Air Bags S

Stone / Lead Range - 16 S

Tires - Michelin: SXA-215/80R22.5 LRH Radial S

Transoms - Options INFRARED Air Speed, Rear Bumper, Electronically Balanced S

Transmission Oil Temperature Gauge S

Warranty - 5/5/1200 Miles - Floor Plan (See SingleSource Warranty for details.) S

EXTERIOR

Automotive Undercoating S

Car-Tite 13/4 Round S

Cloth Refrigeration Covers on Slide Out in Basement, 1800, 12 Volt S

Chrome Mirror S

Couch Cushion - Four 12V S

Custom, One Piece Fiberglass Roof S

Dead Bolt 810 Covers S

Dead Color Changing Fiberglass S

Front Door Smoothing / Automatic Operation on Rear S

Front Door Stopper - Hinge Covers S

Front and Rear Molded Fiberglass Caps S

Fuel Inlet Hose to System and Fuel Cap S

Full-Height Rear Tax Cover - Standard Water S

Full Exterior Paint and Graphics - WaterProof S

Full Exterior Paint and Graphics - WaterProof Deluxe S

Full Length Slide-Out - Rear S

Gallon Box in Utility S

Individually Switched Electric Light-vars for Screen Overrides S

Interior/Exterior Screen Doors for Screen Enclosures, Down Lighting and Lights S

Lockable, Lighted Basement Storage S

Midland Pure Air Plus Heated Air Dryer S

Panoramic High-Max Entertainment Wheelbase Hydronic S

Panel Smoothing / Automatic Operation on Wind Screen and Rear S

Panel Switch System S

Base Ladder S

Battery 12 Volt Tax-Free Access to Tax Indicators S

Slide Out Room Cover S

Slide Out Room Storage S

Slide Out Room Storage / Tax in Base S

TV Entertainment System w/ Dual 32” Class Glass and Domains S

Warranty - 12/12/1200 Miles - Exterior (See SingleSource Warranty for details.) O
STANDARDS AND OPTIONS.

**Central Vacuum System**

- Side-by-Side Refrigerator/Freezer w/ Icemaker, 12 cu ft (four door)
- Double Door Refrigerator/Freezer 2-Way w/ Icemaker, 10 cu ft

**Amana 110v Residential Refrigerator**

- 2-Burner Range Cover, Lightweight 1⁄4” Corian Solid Surface Material

**Driver / Passenger Power Sun Shades**

- DSI Model 2500 Message Center
- Supplemental 2-Speed Built-in Overhead Defroster fan
- DHS Surround Sound System
- Smart Source Slectronic Video Switch Box w/ IR “Eye” in Bedroom, Cockpit and Patio
- Rear Vision Color Camera
- Sony HiFi Stereo VCR / DVD Player
- Pioneer AM/FM Dash Radio w/ Motorized LCD Rear Observation Monitor
- Pioneer 12 Disk CD Changer
- Sony 32” Plasma TV
- Sony 24” Vega TV

**Intermittent Windshield Wipers w/ Smart Wheel Control**

- Air Leveling System
- GPS Navigational System
- Front Wraparound Curtain w/ Easy Slide Track

**Driver/PASSENGER AREA**

- O

**BATH**

- Vanity Stationary Unit in F/G lighting
- Full Size Dressing Mirror
- Medicine Cabinet w/ Adjustable Shelves
- Over The Mirror Storage Units w/ Shelf
- Glass Storage w/ Tall Expansion
- Stainless Steel Wire Headlight
- Double Lever Lav Faucets
- Single Lever Lav Faucet w/ Hot and Cold Spray
- Corner Solid Surface Vanity and Countertops w/ Corian “Vole” Vein
- Towel Bars on Shower Enclosure
- Medicine Cabinet w/ Adjustable Shelves
- Corian Solid Surface Countertop/Sinks
- Single Lever Kitchen Faucet w/ Pull Out Spray Head, Soap Dispenser
- Coral Bay Standard Sink System
- Stainless Steel Refrigerator Inset
- Stainless Steel Range Inset

**MANABLOC Central Water Distribution System**

- Third Brake LED Safety Light
- Day/Night Shades in Living/Dining Area
- 50 Amp 120v Distribution Panel and Cord
- 2,000 Watt ProSine Inverter w/ 100 Amp Charger and Four 6v Batteries
- Auto-Generator Start System
- Arctic Package (Heated Holding/Water Tanks)
- Projector Beam Cornering Lamps
- LP Gas Detector w/ Automatic LP Solenoid Shut Off Valve
- Daytime Running Lights
- Courtesy Lights Throughout
- Carbon Monoxide Detector
- Safe
- 15” LCD TV w/ Remote – Flip Down
- Decorative Wall Lights
- Closet Lights
- 72” x 80” King Bed (where available)

**LIQUID CAPACITIES - GALLONS**

- LP Tank 1 x 50 gal. x 80% Cap
- Fuel Capacity
- Black Water (gal)

**BEDROOM**

- 80” x 60” Queen Bed or Full Bunk
- 72” x 80” Full Bunk w/ Storage
- Shower/Bath

**CABINETS/DOORS**

- Model 3904 WS with Wave Pearl Deluxe Paint.